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Introduction
On the importance of graphs in 

deep learning



Data ingestion in deep learning

CNNs, Vision 
Transformers, ...
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Word embeddings, 
Transformers, ...
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Defining a graph

Node (vertex)

Edge

Node features

Edge features

Other graphs!



Friend

Applications (1/3)

Name: …
Age: …
Verified: yes

Name: …
Age: …
Verified: NA

Name: …
Age: …
Verified: NA

Name: …
Age: …
Verified: yes

Fr
ie

nd

Follower

Follow
er

Is this user a bot?
(Node classification)

Suggesting friendships?
(Link prediction)



Fake news detection on Twitter

Monti, F., Frasca, F., Eynard, D., Mannion, D. and Bronstein, M.M., 2019. Fake News Detection on 
Social Media using Geometric Deep Learning. arXiv preprint arXiv:1902.06673.

https://arxiv.org/abs/1902.06673
https://arxiv.org/abs/1902.06673


Recommending systems in Uber

Food Discovery with Uber Eats: Using Graph Learning to Power Recommendations

https://eng.uber.com/uber-eats-graph-learning/


Applications (2/3)

O O
H

H

Solubilità in 
acqua?
(Graph 
classification)

x: …
y: …
z: …

x: …
y: …
z: …

x: …
y: …
z: …

x: …
y: …
z: …

Molecular 
conformation
(Node regression)

[2203.02923] GeoDiff: a Geometric Diffusion Model 
for Molecular Conformation Generation

https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.02923
https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.02923


Applications (3/3)

Forecasting

Anomaly 
detection

User 
segmentation



Traffic prediction on Google Maps

Traffic prediction with advanced Graph Neural Networks

https://deepmind.com/blog/article/traffic-prediction-with-advanced-graph-neural-networks


Distributed energy grids

What happens when our graph is also 
physically distributed?



Energy forecasting on smart-grids

A. Verdone, S. Scardapane, M. Panella, 2022. Multi-site Forecasting of Energy Time Series with Spatio-Temporal Graph Neural Networks. 
Accepted at 2022 IEEE WCCI.



Power systems

Donon, B., Donnot, B., Guyon, I. and Marot, A., 2019. Graph neural solver for power systems. In 2019 International Joint Conference on 
Neural Networks (IJCNN) (pp. 1-8). IEEE.



Fully distributed GCNs

Scardapane, S., Spinelli, I. and Di Lorenzo, P., 2020. Distributed Training of Graph Convolutional Networks. IEEE Transactions on Signal 
and Information Processing over Networks.



Graph networks in classic deep learning

Transformers are basically 
GNNs on fully-connected 
graphs!

GNNs can be used to include 
relational reasoning in classical 
models!

https://thegradient.pub/transformers
-are-graph-neural-networks/

[1911.12247] Contrastive Learning 
of Structured World Models

https://thegradient.pub/transformers-are-graph-neural-networks/
https://thegradient.pub/transformers-are-graph-neural-networks/
https://arxiv.org/abs/1911.12247
https://arxiv.org/abs/1911.12247


Integrating GNNs in other networks

Devoto, A., et al., 2022. Re-identification of objects from aerial photos with hybrid siamese neural networks. IEEE Transactions on 
Industrial Informatics, in press.



Graph and learning
Graphs and matrices



Graphs are (represented by) matrices

Adjacency Matrix -- from Wolfram MathWorld

Adjacency matrix

n vertices in the graph

Node features

each node has d features

Edge features

each edge has f features

https://mathworld.wolfram.com/AdjacencyMatrix.html


Other interesting matrices

The degree matrix is a diagonal matrix collecting the degrees:

We can use the degree matrix to normalize the adjacency matrix:

We can also add self-loops to the adjacency matrix:

In general, we can replace the adjacency with any matrix with a 
corresponding sparsity structure.



Diffusion over a graph

We can view the adjacency matrix as an operator 
that diffuses information across the graph:

For a classical adjacency matrix (only 0/1), the above simplifies to a sum, 
but in general it will be a weighted sum.



Laplacian of a graph

The Laplacian is another fundamental graph matrix:

(Note: we can also build normalized variants by replacing A with any 
variant seen above.)

Any Laplacian acts as a diffusion operator as above, but its 
eigen-decomposition is fundamental in a number of disciplines:

1. Spectral graph theory, and associated ML algorithms (e.g., spectral 
clustering).

2. Graph signal processing, where it allows to define equivalents of a 
Fourier transformation.



Storing the graph matrices

Matrix notation is convenient for describing the operations, but sparse 
matrices have dedicated storage formats in most software.

Coordinate list (COO) and its variants (CSR, CSC) is typical:

Tip: Working with Sparse Data in SAS - SAS Support 
Communities

This also allows highly optimized variants of matrix multiplication.

https://communities.sas.com/t5/SAS-Communities-Library/Tip-Working-with-Sparse-Data-in-SAS/ta-p/221136
https://communities.sas.com/t5/SAS-Communities-Library/Tip-Working-with-Sparse-Data-in-SAS/ta-p/221136


Handling multiple graphs

tkipf/gcn: Implementation of Graph Convolutional Networks in TensorFlow

We can handle multiple graphs (e.g., mini-batches) by considering a single 
graph with several disconnected components:

https://github.com/tkipf/gcn


Implementing graph NNs
Software and code



Scaling up to huge graphs



Software?

Amazon based, production-ready PyTorch, more research oriented

Keras-like, TensorFlow 2.0

Alpha release, poorly documented

JAX-based
Strong DeepMind adoption



Notebook time!

Colab Notebooks and Video Tutorials — pytorch_geometric documentation

https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1nV44NrNqcXC2thU6-zzxnJPnIalo87
0m?usp=sharing

https://pytorch-geometric.readthedocs.io/en/latest/notes/colabs.html
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1nV44NrNqcXC2thU6-zzxnJPnIalo870m?usp=sharing
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1nV44NrNqcXC2thU6-zzxnJPnIalo870m?usp=sharing


Building graph layers
Graph convolutional layers



Neural networks in a single slide

Stochastic gradient 
descent

Dataset

Trained model



How can we learn on a graph?

We want to do deep learning, hence f should be 
differentiable, composable, scalable.



Summary: what can we learn on a graph?

Node 
classification

Edge 
classification

Graph 
classification

Edge 
completion

Graph 
generation

Graph 
summarization



GNNs before deep learning!



Geometric deep learning

Bronstein, M.M., Bruna, J., Cohen, T. and Veličković, P., 2021. Geometric deep learning: Grids, 
groups, graphs, geodesics, and gauges. arXiv preprint arXiv:2104.13478.



A zoo of techniques...

Wu, Z., Pan, S., Chen, F., Long, G., Zhang, C. and Yu, P.S., 2019. A comprehensive survey on graph 
neural networks. arXiv preprint arXiv:1901.00596.



Deep learning is about leveraging structure

Generate cross-stitch patterns from any image.

http://xstitch.zachrattner.com/HowItWorks.html


Image convolutions

Local pixel 
operation

Neighbour pixel 
operationAggregation



Images vs. graphs

How much of the structure of an image do we find 
in graphs?

● Locality (neighbourhood).

● Fixed number of neighbours.

● Neighbours have a definite ordering.

✔

❌

❌

https://emojipedia.org/check-mark/
https://emojipedia.org/cross-mark/
https://emojipedia.org/cross-mark/


Permutation equivariance

Consider a generic permutation matrix of dimension n:

Permuting the nodes of a graph results in an equivalent 
graph (isomorphism):



Permutation equivariance (2)

Any graph layer must possess a property called 
permutation equivariance:

Running the layer with a different node ordering should 
modify the output ordering only.



Putting everything together (graph convolutions)

Local vertex 
operation

We use the 
adjacency matrix

(or similar)Note: the mixing coefficients are no more learnable! 
Here, only local operations can be trainable.



Graph convolutions

Writing it out explicitly for a single node:

In the simplest case (this is a classical graph convolutional 
layer):

Kipf, T.N. and Welling, M., 2016. Semi-supervised classification with graph convolutional 
networks. arXiv preprint arXiv:1609.02907.



Properties of a graph convolutional layer

The layer can be understood as:

1. Applying a local operation at every node;
2. Aggregating the updated embeddings depending on the graph 

topology.

(If you are curious: it can be understood as a linear filter in the 
spectral domain given by the Graph Fourier transform.)

We can write it out compactly as:



Graph convolution visualized

Seminar on Graph Neural Networks | 
Indro Spinelli

https://spindro.github.io/post/gnn/
https://spindro.github.io/post/gnn/


Building graph networks
Stacking graph layers



Stacking graph convolutional layers

https://spindro.github.io/post/gnn/

Performing multiple updates increases the 
“receptive field” of each node.

https://spindro.github.io/post/gnn/


Building deep graph networks

Stacking graph layers works similarly to standard deep networks, 
since the topology of the graph is unchanged:

Deep graph networks may suffer from oversmoothing (all 
representations collapse to the same). Some specialized solutions 
exist (e.g., PairNorm regularization).



Pooling

Grattarola, D., Zambon, D., Bianchi, F.M. and Alippi, C., 2021. Understanding pooling in graph neural networks. arXiv preprint 
arXiv:2110.05292.



Tackling multiple tasks

1. Node classification:

2. Edge classification:

3. Graph classification:



Mini-batching in graph networks

There are two types of mini-batching for 
graph networks:

1. For graph-level tasks, we can create 
a mini-batch of several graphs.

2. For node/edge-level tasks, we can 
create a mini-batch by sampling 
nodes and edges from a larger 
graph.

Simple scalable graph neural networks

https://blog.twitter.com/engineering/en_us/topics/insights/2021/simple-scalable-graph-neural-networks


Notebook time!

Colab Notebooks and Video Tutorials — pytorch_geometric documentation

https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1nV44NrNqcXC2thU6-zzxnJPnIalo87
0m?usp=sharing

https://pytorch-geometric.readthedocs.io/en/latest/notes/colabs.html
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1nV44NrNqcXC2thU6-zzxnJPnIalo870m?usp=sharing
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1nV44NrNqcXC2thU6-zzxnJPnIalo870m?usp=sharing


Beyond graph convolutions
Message-passing graph layers



Revisiting the GCN layer

We can write down the GCN layer in a slightly more general form:

For each neighbour we build an update, which is the GCN case is 
weighted by the corresponding element of the adjacency matrix.



Attention over nodes

The biggest limit of graph convolutional layers is 
that the weight node i gives to node j is fixed.

In principle, it is possible that one neighbour is 
more important than another, and we would like to 
learn this.

This can be achieved with an attention 
mechanism.



Visualizing graph attention (for node     )

Brody, S., Alon, U. and Yahav, E., 2021. How attentive are graph attention networks?. arXiv preprint arXiv:2105.14491.

Attention score

Attention score

Softm
ax

Attention score

Node updates

A
g

g
reg

ation



A more general setup (2)

More in detail, in a graph attention layer, we compute messages using an 
attention mechanism:

Brody, S., Alon, U. and Yahav, E., 2021. How attentive are graph attention networks?. arXiv preprint arXiv:2105.14491.



Message-passing neural networks

Instead of using directly the adjacency matrix, 
nodes can exchange messages with several 
mechanisms (e.g., attention models).

Gilmer, J., Schoenholz, S.S., Riley, P.F., Vinyals, O. and Dahl, G.E., 2017, July. Neural message passing for 
quantum chemistry. In International Conference on Machine Learning (pp. 1263-1272). PMLR.



A more general setup

Battaglia, P.W., Hamrick, J.B., Bapst, V., Sanchez-Gonzalez, A., Zambaldi, V., Malinowski, M., Tacchetti, A., Raposo, D., 
Santoro, A., Faulkner, R. and Gulcehre, C., 2018. Relational inductive biases, deep learning, and graph networks. 
arXiv preprint arXiv:1806.01261.



Notebook time!

Colab Notebooks and Video Tutorials — pytorch_geometric documentation

https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1nV44NrNqcXC2thU6-zzxnJPnIalo87
0m?usp=sharing

https://pytorch-geometric.readthedocs.io/en/latest/notes/colabs.html
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1nV44NrNqcXC2thU6-zzxnJPnIalo870m?usp=sharing
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1nV44NrNqcXC2thU6-zzxnJPnIalo870m?usp=sharing


Beyond message-passing
Transformers as universal neural 
models



The Transformers revolution

Vision Transformers 
(2020-2021)

Im
ag

esA
u

d
io

Audio Transformers 
(2020-2021)

Te
xt

s

NLP Transformers 
(2017)

G
rap

h
sGraph Transformers 

(2022)

Transformer



Scaling laws for Vision Transformers [2106.04560] Scaling Vision 
Transformers

https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.04560
https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.04560


Transformers at a glance

Tokenization

#Tokens
|Embedding|

+

Positional embeddings 

Transformer model

Input-dependent

Input-independent



Zooming in

Normalization (typically layer normalization): helps in 
stabilizing mean and variance of the embeddings.
Very fast, small number of parameters.

A small neural network (e.g., 2 layers) applied to each 
token independently.
Fast, average number of parameters.

Main component, allowing to combine information 
across different tokens.
Quadratic in the number of tokens!



Positional embeddings

Transformer

Positional 
embeddings

1

2

3

This vector should encode 
information about the 
position of the 
corresponding token.

Positional embeddings do 
not depend on the content 
of the image or input.



Sinusoidal embeddings Transformer Architecture: The Positional 
Encoding - Amirhossein Kazemnejad's Blog

https://kazemnejad.com/blog/transformer_architecture_positional_encoding/
https://kazemnejad.com/blog/transformer_architecture_positional_encoding/


Example of (graph) transformers

Tokenization

+

(Structural) embeddings 

Transformer model

1

2

…

3



Taxonomy of graph transformers

[2302.04181] Attending to Graph Transformers

https://arxiv.org/abs/2302.04181


Graph transformers

● Each MHA operation has a global receptive field over 
the graph (better for long-range interactions).

● Much harder to design structural embeddings to 
encode the graph connectivity (e.g., random walks, 
Laplacian embeddings).

●
● Attention is quadratic in the number of tokens.

● No clear scaling law for graphs / unclear 
expressiveness compared to GNNs.

✔

❌

❌

https://emojipedia.org/check-mark/
https://emojipedia.org/cross-mark/
https://emojipedia.org/cross-mark/


Beyond graphs
Hypergraphs and latent inference



Scaling to higher-order structures

[2304.10031] Architectures of Topological Deep Learning: A Survey on Topological Neural Networks

https://arxiv.org/abs/2304.10031


Topological message-passing

[2304.10031] Architectures of Topological Deep Learning: A Survey on Topological Neural Networks

https://arxiv.org/abs/2304.10031


Topological lifting

[2304.10031] Architectures of Topological Deep Learning: A Survey on Topological Neural Networks

https://arxiv.org/abs/2304.10031


Learning the latent connectivity

Kazi, A., Cosmo, L., Ahmadi, S.A., Navab, N. and Bronstein, M., 2022. Differentiable graph module (dgm) for graph convolutional 
networks. IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence.



Learning the topological connectivity

Battiloro, C., Spinelli, I., Telyatnikov, L., Bronstein, M., Scardapane, S., & Di Lorenzo, P. (2023). From Latent Graph to Latent Topology 
Inference: Differentiable Cell Complex Module. arXiv preprint arXiv:2305.16174.



Introduction
A primer on explainability



What is explainable AI (XAI)?

1. Broad field concerning the development of tools to 
increase trust and understanding of a model’s 
predictions.

2. Common folk dichotomy: intrinsically interpretable 
models (e.g., linear regression, decision trees) are 
orthogonal to models with strong representational 
power (e.g., deep networks).

Ras, G., Xie, N., van Gerven, M. and Doran, D., 2022. Explainable Deep Learning: A Field Guide for the 
Uninitiated. Journal of Artificial Intelligence Research, 73, pp.329-397.

https://www.jair.org/index.php/jair/article/view/13200/26763
https://www.jair.org/index.php/jair/article/view/13200/26763


Explainability vs. accuracy?

Interpretability - MATLAB & Simulink

https://it.mathworks.com/discovery/interpretability.html


Who is explainability for?

1. Most XAI methods are targeted towards practitioners of 
the same methods (i.e., they are akin to debugging 
tools).

2. It is much harder to target XAI tools towards end-users 
(e.g., clinical staff). Different methods may disagree on 
the “explanation”, they may not be accurate, and they 
lack principled evaluation metrics.

Krishna, S., Han, T., Gu, A., Pombra, J., Jabbari, S., Wu, S. and Lakkaraju, H., 2022. The Disagreement Problem in 
Explainable Machine Learning: A Practitioner's Perspective. arXiv preprint arXiv:2202.01602.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2202.01602
https://arxiv.org/abs/2202.01602


Arora, S., Pruthi, D., Sadeh, N., Cohen, W.W., Lipton, Z.C. and Neubig, G., 2021. Explain, Edit, and Understand: 
Rethinking User Study Design for Evaluating Model Explanations. AAAI 2022.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2112.09669
https://arxiv.org/abs/2112.09669


XAI categorization

1. XAI tools can be categorized depending on whether 
they provide global or local explanations.

2. Some methods are model-agnostic (they only need the 
outputs of the models), other are model-specific.

3. Finally, methods can be categorized depending on what 
type of information they provide in output.

Molnar, C., 2020. Interpretable machine learning. Independently published.

https://christophm.github.io/interpretable-ml-book/index.html


Global vs. local explanations

Interpretability - MATLAB & Simulink

https://it.mathworks.com/discovery/interpretability.html


Introduction
Local explanations for graph NNs



Explaining a graph NN

Consider a trained graph NN. In the majority of works, a 
local explanation is a small subgraph (and subset of 
features) which “explain” the prediction.



Masked predictions

Original predictionBinary masks

A “good” explanation should have specific properties (e.g., 
smallest possible masks).



Evaluating explanations

Sanchez-Lengeling, B., Wei, J., Lee, B., Reif, E., Wang, P., Qian, W., McCloskey, K., Colwell, L. and Wiltschko, A., 2020. Evaluating attribution for 
graph neural networks. Advances in neural information processing systems, 33, pp.5898-5910.



“Classic” XAI methods
Attribution techniques



Saliency maps

Simonyan, K., Vedaldi, A. and Zisserman, A., 2013. Deep inside convolutional networks: Visualising image classification models and 
saliency maps. arXiv preprint arXiv:1312.6034.

A saliency map is an object of the same dimensionality as the 
input, providing information about which features were most 
important for a given prediction.
Formally (i is the index of the class of interest):





Saliency maps for graphs

Baldassarre, F. and Azizpour, H., 2019. Explainability techniques for graph convolutional networks. arXiv preprint arXiv:1905.13686.

A very similar procedure can be done for a graph NN, to obtain 
graph saliency maps:

(We focus mostly on edge saliency maps, as they are easier to 
visualize.)



Example

Baldassarre, F. and Azizpour, H., 2019. Explainability techniques for graph convolutional networks. arXiv preprint arXiv:1905.13686.



Example

Baldassarre, F. and Azizpour, H., 2019. Explainability techniques for graph convolutional networks. arXiv preprint arXiv:1905.13686.



Limits of saliency maps

Simple saliency maps have issues that balances their 
simplicity:

1. They are highly unstable wrt small changes in the 
input.

2. They are not well localized.
3. They have no formal guarantees.

In particular, they do not respect a property called 
sensitivity: if two inputs differ for a single element but 
have different predictions, a saliency map is not 
guaranteed to highlight that pixel.



Integrated gradients

Sundararajan, M., Taly, A. and Yan, Q., 2017, July. Axiomatic attribution for deep networks. In International conference on machine 
learning (pp. 3319-3328). PMLR.

In the CV field, integrated gradients are a powerful alternative to 
standard saliency maps. 
They recover sensitivity by integrating the gradients along a path 
moving from the empty image to the current one.
We can do something similar by considering an empty adjacency 
matrix A0:



Some benchmarks

Sanchez-Lengeling, B., Wei, J., Lee, B., Reif, E., Wang, P., Qian, W., McCloskey, K., Colwell, L. and Wiltschko, A., 2020. Evaluating 
attribution for graph neural networks. Advances in neural information processing systems, 33, pp.5898-5910.



Some benchmarks (2)

Sanchez-Lengeling, B., Wei, J., Lee, B., Reif, E., Wang, P., Qian, W., McCloskey, K., Colwell, L. and Wiltschko, A., 2020. Evaluating 
attribution for graph neural networks. Advances in neural information processing systems, 33, pp.5898-5910.



Tailored XAI methods
GNNExplainer



GNNExplainer

Ying, R., Bourgeois, D., You, J., Zitnik, M. and Leskovec, J., 2019. Gnn explainer: A tool for post-hoc explanation of graph neural 
networks. arXiv preprint arXiv:1903.03894.

For graphs, it is fundamental that the resulting subgraph is 
small, since visualizing and interpreting it is complex.

For this reason, tailored methods have been proposed to 
force sparsity as the main concern.

GNNExplainer works by optimizing the masks using the 
following criteria:

1. Keeping the original prediction consistent;
2. Having small masks (l1 regularization);



GNNExplainer cost function

Ying, R., Bourgeois, D., You, J., Zitnik, M. and Leskovec, J., 2019. Gnn explainer: A tool for post-hoc explanation of graph neural 
networks. arXiv preprint arXiv:1903.03894.

Prediction should 
stay consistent

The mask 
should be 
sparse

Weights should be 
as close as possible 
to 0 or 1



Some results

Ying, R., Bourgeois, D., You, J., Zitnik, M. and Leskovec, J., 2019. Gnn explainer: A tool for post-hoc explanation of graph neural 
networks. arXiv preprint arXiv:1903.03894.



PGExplainer

Luo, D., Cheng, W., Xu, D., Yu, W., Zong, B., Chen, H. and Zhang, X., 2020. Parameterized explainer for graph neural network. 
Advances in neural information processing systems, 33, pp.19620-19631.



Notebook time!

Colab Notebooks and Video Tutorials — pytorch_geometric documentation

https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1nV44NrNqcXC2thU6-zzxnJPnIalo87
0m?usp=sharing

https://pytorch-geometric.readthedocs.io/en/latest/notes/colabs.html
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1nV44NrNqcXC2thU6-zzxnJPnIalo870m?usp=sharing
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1nV44NrNqcXC2thU6-zzxnJPnIalo870m?usp=sharing


Selected topics
Data influence





Limits of saliency maps

1. All the previous  methods estimated the influence of 
single features (e.g., edges) on the prediction.

2. An alternative class of methods explore the influence of 
single data points on the prediction, e.g., how much 
training on a certain graph (or node) has influenced the 
prediction on a separate graph (or node).

3. This is a more complex scenario, since the influence has 
to be computed across the entire training run.



Gradient tracing

Pruthi, G., Liu, F., Kale, S. and Sundararajan, M., 2020. Estimating training data influence by tracing gradient descent. Advances in 
Neural Information Processing Systems, 33, pp.19920-19930.

Consider an idealized training procedure where at iteration 
t we update the parameter vector as:

The influence of point z on point z’ is defined as:



Gradient tracing

Pruthi, G., Liu, F., Kale, S. and Sundararajan, M., 2020. Estimating training data influence by tracing gradient descent. Advances in 
Neural Information Processing Systems, 33, pp.19920-19930.

By first-order approximation, it can be shown that:

This can be approximated by storing k checkpoints 
during training and computing:



Results on CV



Results on CV



Results on CV



Notebook time!

Colab Notebooks and Video Tutorials — pytorch_geometric documentation

https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1nV44NrNqcXC2thU6-zzxnJPnIalo87
0m?usp=sharing

https://pytorch-geometric.readthedocs.io/en/latest/notes/colabs.html
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1nV44NrNqcXC2thU6-zzxnJPnIalo870m?usp=sharing
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1nV44NrNqcXC2thU6-zzxnJPnIalo870m?usp=sharing


Selected topics
New directions for improving XAI



Challenges for current XAI on graphs

1. Most interpretability methods are trained post-hoc.
2. Lack of datasets with an interpretability gold 

standard.
3. Defining proper metrics for assessing the results is 

non trivial.



Meta-learning for enhancing XAI

Spinelli, I., Scardapane, S. and Uncini, A., 2022. A Meta-Learning Approach for Training Explainable Graph Neural Networks. 
IEEE Transactions on Neural Networks and Learning Systems.



Some results

Spinelli, I., Scardapane, S. and Uncini, A., 2022. A Meta-Learning Approach for Training Explainable Graph Neural Networks. 
IEEE Transactions on Neural Networks and Learning Systems.



Prototype-based GNNs

Zhang, Z., Liu, Q., Wang, H., Lu, C., & Lee, C. (2022). ProtGNN: Towards self-explaining graph neural networks. In Proceedings of 
the AAAI Conference on Artificial Intelligence (Vol. 36, No. 8, pp. 9127-9135).



Thanks! Questions?

https://www.sscardapane.it/

https://twitter.com/s_scardapane

Simone Scardapane
Tenure-track Assistant Professor

https://www.sscardapane.it/
https://twitter.com/s_scardapane

